GE Healthcare
Downtime Case Study

Break Free from operation standstill with InSite™*
Lucid Diagnostics**, Bangalore - CT LightSpeed Ultra.

“The Remote Services team was able to resolve our issue within 15 minutes, ensuring minimum
downtime and no loss of productivity for us.”
Client Background:
LUCID Medical Diagnostics is a comprehensive healthcare facility providing quality laboratory and
radiology diagnostic service. In their Bangalore center, they have a CT LightSpeed Ultra.
Problem:
On a Tuesday morning, the center found that they were unable to perform CT scans. They were getting
an error message regarding available disk space, however, they were unable to delete the exams from
the browser window. As the center has a high patient throughput, delay in resolution would have led to
significant loss of productivity.
The technician contacted the GE Healthcare Services Call Center and was connected to the Online
Engineer within 5 minutes. As the system was on InSite™, the Online Engineer was able to log into the

system and diagnose that the image pool partition in the database was corrupt. The Online Engineer
assisted the technician on resetting and recreating the database, which resolved the issue and they
were able to resume scanning. The total resolution time was 15 minutes thus preventing a long
downtime for the healthcare equipment.
Do more with your healthcare productivity enabler‡.
Get connected to InSite™.
Visit us at www.gehealthcare.in/insite
Call us at 1800 425 8025 / 1800 425 7255 / 1800 102 7750
Email us at geIndiaCallCenter@ge.com

InSite™ is dependent on the broadband service provided by the Hospital. | Digital tools are system dependent. | 95% uptime is
influenced by multiple factors and InSite™ is one of the key enablers. | InSite™ does not replace On-Site repairs / maintenance. | ‡T&C
apply. | **All third party trademarks are the property of their respective owner.
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